Lincoln quicklub
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3: Introduction When a Lincoln lube system is installed, quality and system robustness is the
number one priority. Quicklub lubrication systems are proven to increase the life of pins and
bushings, and decrease labor costs associated with manual lubrication. When a system is
installed, items such as machine articulation, type of material machine handles, climate, and
other operating conditions that could damage the system are taking into consideration. A
primary divider valve is the first divider valve downstream from the lube pump. A secondary
divider valve is any divider valve receiving lubricant from the primary divider valve. Page 5 A
cycle consists of the piston moving two times out and back. Pushbutton â€” Optional accessory
on Quicklub systems that alerts the operator of a fault and allows the operator to trigger an
additional lubrication cycle. Usually mounted in the cab for visibility. Pump with an Integrated
Timer. Page 8: Divider Valve Operation Divider Valve Operation At the heart of every Quicklub
System is the metering valve or progressive distributor block, designed to positively meter the
input of lubricant oil up to NLGI 2 greases out to the connected number of lubrication points
irrespective of distance and back pressure. The inlet passageway is connected to all piston
chambers at all times with only one piston free to move at any one time. Page 9: System Startup
The following checklist has been developed as an aid in verifying proper installation and
operation of the Quicklub Onboard Grease System. By completing the steps outlined below, the
operational readiness of the system and resulting extension of the component life of all points
connected to the system will be insured. Page Daily Walk-Around Inspection Daily Walk-Around
Inspection The Lincoln Industrial Quicklub automated lube system components are designed,
engineered, manufactured and assembled to the highest or quality standards. This lube system
requires little or nor maintenance, however, to ensure maximum reliability and to realize
maximum service life of all components, it is recommended that a daily walk-around inspection
be performed. Page Troubleshooting A Blockage This abnormally higher pressure that is a
result of a blockage is limited, isolated, and signaled through the use of various performance
indicators, reset and relief, incorporated into the system design. If a blockage exists in a
Quicklub lubrication system it is caused by one of the following reasons: 1 Crushed
transmission line in the System. Page 13 Cleaning the divider valve will usually result in only
temporarily solving the problem. Consult your lubricant supplier for recommendations on
alternate lubricants and your local Lincoln Distributor to verify compatibility with centralized
lubricating systems. Page 14 Quick-Fill Adapter Installation and Operation Filling pump
reservoir Step 1: To install the quick-fill adapter, remove the The Quick-Fill adapter is a device
which replaces the standard grease fitting fill port with a high-flow standard fill port located in

the front of the pump. The PC board is accessed by removing the plastic plug located on the
front of the pump. The Blue dial on the left sets the Off or Pause time. When the Off timer
reaches the preset value the pump will turn on. The pump remains activated for the period of
time that is preset on the On timer. When the ignition switch opens the Off timer will retain its
accumulated time for a period of five days. The LED uses different flashing frequencies
depending on the status of the lube system i. The service manual for the particular pump will
show what fault is associated with each flashing frequency. Page Manually Lubricating
Bearings There is a grease fitting located on all of the divider valves in a Quicklub system. Use
a grease gun and attach the hose to the grease fitting. As grease is pumped into the valve, the
bearings will be lubricated and the cycle indicator pin on the side of the divider valve will be
cycling in and out. Page Remote Lube Fitting Remote Fill Lube Fitting Some large equipment
requires that a Remote Fill fitting to be installed so the operator can refill the pump reservoir
without having to climb on the equipment to access the pump. An example of when a remote fill
fitting is used is excavators where the pump is mounted up high behind the cab. Depending on
the application determines the kind of line protection required. Many times it is necessary for
lines to be exposed to articulation, falling debris, abrasion, heat, etc. Page 22 Grease Line
Guarding The following shows the different types of guarding that are used to protect grease
lines. Again, depending on the application will determine the required guarding. Additional
guarding should be used for machines that operate in extreme conditions. Always check with
the customer before welding or altering the machine. Page 23 Grease Line Guarding continued
The following is another type of guarding that is used to protect lube lines on heavy
construction equipment. It is attached to the frame using welded studs or stand-offs. Guarding
that can be bent to fit around obstacles Straight Guarding Guarding shown used on an
excavator to protect lube lines in heavy use areas. Page Tapping Lubrication Points Tapping
Lubrication Ports if necessary It is sometimes necessary to re-tap a lubrication port due to port
damage or drive type fitting removal. Tapping oil should be used to ease the tapping process.
Make sure that all metal filings are removed from the port prior to installing the fitting. Print
page 1 Print document 24 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The Lincoln Quicklub series is the
standard system for all applications. Quicklub pumps cater to all industry applications involving
small and mid-size machinery and systems with up to lubrication points. Quicklub systems can
drive up to 3 individual pump elements that are available in 3 different sizes with fixed output.
An adjustable element is also available that can be set to match your requirements. Home
Where To Buy Applications. System description:. Application The Lincoln Quicklub series is the
standard system for all applications. Quicklub pumps are available in several variations with
either AC or DC supply voltage. They are therefore suitable for stationary or mobile equipment
e. Quicklub pumps are designed for interval operation. System Features Quicklub systems can
drive up to 3 individual pump elements that are available in 3 different sizes with fixed output.
Reservoir size comes in 2, 4, 8 and 15 litre capacity. For confined spaces, a special 2l flat
reservoir is also available. System Variations The pumps are available in numerous versions to
ensure the right model for your application. Standard system for all applications Available in
several variations with either AC or DC supply voltage Suitable for stationary or mobile
equipment Designed for interval operation Can drive up to 3 individual pump elements Pumps
are available in numerous versions to ensure the right model for your application. Single-line
progressive automatic lubrication system for grease and oil with block-type metering valves. In
a Quicklub system, lubricant can be supplied either manually, with a grease gun, or through a
fully automated system using electric or pneumatic pumps and progressive metering valves.
More than a drilled manifold block, the SSV metering valve incorporates a series of metering
pistons, which accurately dispense lubricant from each outlet. Visual monitoring is provided
with an indicator pin, which confirms a valve has completed a full cycle. Home Where To Buy
Applications. Quicklub Lubrication Systems. System description:. See how a SSV valve works
See how a SSV-D adjustable divider valve works The electric pumps feature a unique
lightweight synthetic housing and are available with an integrated timer control unit. Designed
to provide a relatively simple and inexpensive method of centralizing or automating the
lubrication process Electrical pumps are vibration-resistant and shock-resistant for use on
mobile equipment Combine SSV divider valves with Helios two-line systems or Centro-Matic
single-line systems Solid block-type SSV metering valves will not leak under pressure. New
Products. Fleet managers now can be remotely notified when the lubricant reservoir is low so
that they know when to dispatch a lube truck. The RemoteLinc P can also immediately alarm
managers when the automatic lubrication system is in fault and a service technician must be
contacted. RemoteLinc News Release. RemoteLinc Flyer. Products are listed by the most
recently introduced. New Premium Clear Grease Guns. QLS and Remote Control. New Liter

Quicklub Pump. QLS Lubrication System. Quicklub Lubrication Systems Single-line progressive
automatic lubrication system for grease and oil with block-type metering valves. System
description: In a Quicklub system, lubricant can be supplied either manually, with a grease gun,
or through a fully automated system using electric or pneumatic pumps and progressive
metering valves. Single-line progressive automatic lubrication system for grease and oil with
block-type metering valves. Where To Buy Applications. Quicklub Lubrication Systems. System
description:. In a Quicklub system, lubricant can be supplied either manually, with a grease gun,
or through a fully automated system using electric or pneumatic pumps and progressive
metering valves. More than a drilled manifold block, the SSV metering valve incorporates a
series of metering pistons, which accurately dispense lubricant from each outlet. Visual
monitoring is provided with an indicator pin, which confirms a valve has completed a full cycle.
See how a SSV valve works See how a SSV-D adjustable divider valve works The electric pumps
feature a unique lightweight synthetic housing and are available with an integrated timer control
unit. Designed to provide a relatively simple and inexpensive method of centralizing or
automating the lubrication process Electrical pumps are vibration-resistant and shock-resistant
for use on mobile equipment Combine SSV divider valves with Helios two-line systems or
Centro-Matic single-line systems Solid block-type SSV metering valves will not leak under
pressure. New Products Applications Testimonials. Available with a choice of pumps for lube
truck, stationary and portable applications, the kits come with , or pound containers. In addition,
the easy-to-use systems feature an exclusive relieving design that prevents a hydraulic-lock
condition if the delivery hose is accidentally pressurized. Products are listed by the most
recently introduced. New Premium Clear Grease Guns. QLS and Remote Control. New Liter
Quicklub Pump. QLS Lubrication System. Lubrication Systems for Balers Baling hay is a lot like
harvesting crops-- uptime and availability is critical. Most baler manufacturers now offer Lincoln
automated systems as factory fit options covering the numerous body points and
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the knotter. Click here for more information. Lubrication Systems for Balers. He drove this
truck for five years and , miles without a lubrication related failure. In , he sold that truck and
bought a new Volvo. He had the original Quicklub system removed from his old truck and
installed on the new one. In all, he has put more than 1,, miles on his Lincoln Automatic
Lubrication System. Click Here to view full testimonial. Quicklub Lubrication Systems
Single-line progressive automatic lubrication system for grease and oil with block-type metering
valves. System description: In a Quicklub system, lubricant can be supplied either manually,
with a grease gun, or through a fully automated system using electric or pneumatic pumps and
progressive metering valves. Lincoln has introduced its new ALS Fill Pump Kits for quickly
filling automatic lubrication system reservoirs in lube truck, shop or plant applications. Baling
hay is a lot like harvesting crops-- uptime and availability is critical.

